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Here are some shopping mall emblems that have become a mark for pleasurable and unforgettable
shopping experiences.

1. Mall of the Emirates:

Their trademark is created simply and sophisticatedly. It consists of the corporation name in orange
colored straight fonts that are quite easily readable. A small star like symbol accompanies the name
that adds an imaginative and artistic air to the emblem. The use of blue and orange colors over a
white background keeps this image fresh and makes it one of the best shopping mall logos ever.

2. West Edmonton Mall:

The emblem used till 2010 consists of the three initials crafted creatively. Letter â€œWâ€• is created in red
colored fonts and letter â€œMâ€• is created in purple colored fonts. Letter â€œEâ€• is created in small case type
face with the adjoining of the two letters. The bright colors and the creative placement of the text
make it imaginative and distinct. The new monogram is void of colors; it consists of the same design
in tones of gray.

3. The Grand Canal Shoppes:

Located in Las Vegas, this mall is majestic and regal which is reflected in its trademark. The
monogram consists of an image of a golden colored lion with wings. The image reflects that the mall
is magnificent, royal, intimidating and here to stay. Because the image is enough to convey the mall
features, the text is written with simple and straight fonts so that the main focus remains at the
image.

4. Wafi Mall:

Also located in Dubai, their emblem reflects the countryâ€™s unique features. The mall is created to
resemble the shape of a pyramid and this shape is also used in their emblem. The golden colored
oval case contains three triangular shapes that add a contemporary touch to the traditional shape of
pyramids. The text is crafted simply in dark blue fonts that are readable quite easily.

5. Istanbul Cevahir:

This is the sixth largest mall in the world and is located in Turkey. This mall is known for its modern
shopping and entertainment experience and that is reflected in its trademark. The emblem consists
of a multicolored star on a white background that looks bright and magical.

6. Mall of America:

Located in Minnesota, this is also called MOA or the megamall due to its size. Their brand mark
contains the true essence of the country. The emblem is created in white, red and blue colors with
the mall name accompanied by stars and ribbons in national colors. The use of national colors and
symbols makes it one of the most easily recognizable shopping logos in America.

So there you have some of the famous emblems that have made shopping experience a pleasure
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and that is reflected in their brand marks.
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